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Following the successful design and ongoing development

of soft seating and breakout furniture, Edge Design have

introduced a new family of products to their already

impressive portfolio.

Kind 
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Kind offers a complete range of seating products for a

wide variety of applications. Task, executive, visitor,

meeting and beam systems are all available within this

collection of inspired seating.



tasK_mEsh_BacK

The mesh task chair is an exclusively unique product from

Edge Design and features a dual mesh back with an

integral adjustable lumbar, body weight responsive

mechanism, fixed or 3D adjustable arms and a choice of 9

mesh colours are also available as standard.

sage mesh: Omega - 668093

grey seat: Marvel - Cyborg
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chrome arm option adjustable lumbar Body weight responsive mechanism
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tasK_mEdium_BacK

Kind medium back task chair offers a height adjustable

back with upholstered detail and a sculptured plastic outer

back. 

As with the mesh task model the chair also features a body

weight responsive mechanism as standard with the option

of fixed or 3D adjustable arms.
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Yellow: Urban - Avenue

orange: Urban - Highrise / Purple: Urban - Freeway
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tasK_high_BacK

Kind task is also available as a high back. An adjustable

head rest can also be specified to provide the user with

additional support.

All task and executive models can be selected with various

base options.

turquoise: Aquarius - Manta
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Fixed arm option Plastic outer Back optional headrest
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tasK_EXEcutiVE

Kind executive task chairs offer an upholstered back and

seat slide as standard. 

A head rest with metallic detail, polished aluminium base

and arms, with a chrome gas stem can also be selected to

further enhance the high quality appearance.

grey: Monroe - Sinatra

ruby: Monroe - Bardot
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mEEting_swiVEl

The Kind swivel meeting chair has a four star polished

aluminium base and chrome gas stem as standard. 

Available with or without arms, the height can be adjusted

to the required position by a uniquely designed integral

button under the seat.
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Various Back options arm detail seat height adjustment

green: Château - Chantilly /  white mesh: Omega - 60122
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mEEting_Four_lEg

The Kind four leg chair is a simple and elegant design. 

A choice of frame and upholstery variations can be specified,

with the option to co-ordinate with the dual mesh design of

the task seating.
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waterfall seat dual layer mesh stackable

Blue: Sprint - Competitor  /  grey: X2 - Arithmetic /  teal mesh: Omega - 66113
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mesh Back upholstered Back Panel standard Plastic Back

mEEting_cantilEVEr

Kind meeting offers a cantilever chair which provides a

perfect solution to all boardroom, training and conference

applications. 

Frames can be specified in black, silver or chrome and as

all meeting chair variants back panel options allow design

integration with the task seating specified.
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mEsh_colours

All mesh back versions of the Kind chair are available in the

following colours: (Left to Right) Black, Sage, Slate, Burnt

Orange, Graphite, White, Taupe, Mauve and Teal.
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BEam_sYstEm

Kind beam seating is suitable for waiting rooms, lobbies,

airport lounges, and large commercial buildings. 

The chairs are mounted to a durable steel frame, which

comes in a black finish. Chrome legs are also available.

green: Step - 68119 /  Black mesh: Omega - 60999
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Kind_whitE

A selection of Kind mesh task, meeting and swivel chairs

are available in this striking modern white style.

Polished aluminium bases and chrome frames are

standard, providing the range with a premium quality.

The mesh is available in 9 different colours.
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orange Fabric: Europost 2 - 63004 / Black mesh: Omega - 60999

Burnt orange mesh: Omega - 64080 / dark grey: Melrose - Carbon


